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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

The Red property is located in the Omineca Mining Division of northern British Columbia, 
roughly 40 km southeast of the Kemess Mine near the headwaters of Wrede Creek (see Figure 1). 
In September 2002, SJ Geophysics Ltd. (SIG), working on behalf of Solomon Resources Limited 
(Solomon) completed 20 man-days of work dedicated to the property including compilation, 
prospecting, mapping and rock and stream sediment sampling. 

The focus of the work was to conduct an induced polarization (IP) geophysical ground survey in 
an area where previous operators have reported high copper stream sediment results on the 
property. The 2002 field program, verified and better delineated the previous IP geophysical 
anomalies, suggesting potential for a previously unrecognized, deeper (at 300 m below surface) 
mineralized porphyry target along North Canyon Creek and Bird Creek. 

1.2 Location and Access 

The Red Property is located in the Omineca Mining Division, northern British Columbia at 126 
degrees 19’ West longitude and 56 degrees 44’ North latitude (see Figures 1 and 2). The property 
straddles a divide between headwater tributaries of the Ingenika River and Wrede Creek. The 
property lies in the Wrede Range about 20 kilometres north of Sustut Lake, 15 km northeast of 
the junction between the Ominica Resource Road and the McConnell Creek Road. 

Access to the property is via the two-wheel drive, gravel Ominica Resource Road, roughly 
400km north by road from either Mackenzie or Fort St. James. Final access to the property 
requires a short helicopter lift. The single lane, four-wheel drive McConnell Creek dirt road 
passes within 7 km west of the property. 

The property covers gentle to moderately steep, sub-alpine to alpine terrain extending in 
elevation from 1,500m to 2,300m above sea level. Most of Red 11 and the north half of Red 13 
are above tree line. Where vegetated, the area is covered by low grasses, with small alders and 
willows in protected draws. Discontinuous patches of permafrost are likely present and 
solifluction is common above tree line throughout the area. Outcrop is locally moderately well 
exposed, however much ,of the area is covered by scree, till and rubbly glacial debris. 

1.3 Claim Status 

The Red Property cons:ists of three conventional four-post mineral claims totalling 47 units 
(roughly 1,120ha) (see Figure 2). The claims are as follows: 
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TABLE 1 

Clnim Number 
Red Property Claim Status 

Number 1 ofT,nit~ Date Staked Expiry Date 
_ _ - . . . ._ 
20 Feb. 13,200l 1 Feb. 13,2009 
9 Nov. 29,200l 1 Nov. 29,2004 
18 Nov. 29,200l 1 Nov. 29,2005 

* Expiry dates adjusted to account for assessment work recorded with this report. - 

The Red claims are owned 100% by David L. Cooke (client #105930) of Surrey, BC. On October 
30, 2002, Solomon and IBrett Resources Inc. (Brett) terminated agreements with Mr. Cooke to 
acquire the claims. From February 2002 to October 29, 2002, the claims were held by Solomon 
(client #125242) subject to an option agreement to acquire a 60% title from Brett, which in turn 
had optioned a 100% interest in the Red 011 from Mr. Cooke in 2001. Solomon added to the 
holding by staking the Red 012 and 013 late in 2001 and transferred them to Mr. Cooke. 

A Statement of Work was filed in Vancouver on November 20, 2002 (Statement of Work Event 
No. 3187557). 

1.4 Previous History 

Widespread gold placer operations have operated intermittently in the area along the Ingenika 
River and its tributaries since initial discoveries were recorded in 1899 on McConnel Creek. The 
Red Property has been the focus of various exploration efforts since Cominco staked a portion in 
the 1930’s to cover gold and copper bearing quartz veins hosted within a widespread gossanous 
zone of alteration. The belt was recognized in the 196Os, for its bulk tonnage, low-grade copper 
potential. 

TABLE 2 
BC Geological Survey Branch 1996 RGS Data (Map 094D) 

The property includes three reported BC Ministry of Energy and Mines (BC MEM) MinFile 
occurrences including: Red (094D-034), Hat (094D-158) and Wrede Creek (094D-009). BC 
MEM Regional Geochemical Survey (RGS) data from creeks draining the property includes a 
number of significant stream sediment anomalies as provided in the table below. 
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TABLE 3 
Work History and Results of the Red Property 

Period 
1968 

1969 

1977 

1984 

2001 

2002 
(This 
study) 

Operator Work Results/Highlights 
COtiCO Geological mapping, 3 1 A 2.4km x O.&m >2OOppm Cu soil anomaly 

line-km soil grid and rock (numerous samples >l,OOO ppm Cu); >lO ppm MO 
geochemisny Q-MO) soil anomalies coincident within CU anomaly. 

COmiIlCO 5 DDH’s totalling 303m Best results: 
drilled along coincident Cu- DDH 69-03: 0.46% Cu / 20.lm (X.6-45.7m) 
MO anomalies. DDH 69-04: 0.26% Cu / 57.3m (4.3.61.6m) 

DDH 69-05: 0.20% Cu I27.4m (25.9.53.3m) 
Data unsubstantiated (Ref: Cooke, 2001). 

COmi~CO C&d geophysics (16.6 A +60 millivolt/set chargeability IP anomaly extends 
line-k, IP, resistivity, and 800m along the strike of the coincident Cu soil 
magnetic surveys) anomaly. 

Magnetic anomaly @ends over 1OOOm across 
gabbro/pyroxenite intrusive, paralleling to the SW 
from the IP anomalies and outlying the area of 
previous drilling. 

BP Confirmation work Best DDH results: 
Resources including geology, DDH 84-06: O.ll%Cu&0.144g/tAu/25.9m 
Canada geophysics (IP, magnetics, DDH 84-07: 0.216% Cu & 0.109 g/t Au/ 81.0m 

E:M), soil and rock DDH 84-11: 0.204%Cu&0.076g/tAu/51.0m 
geochemishy; 0.238% Cu & 0.125 gh AU / 36.0m 
7 DDH’s totaIling 1003.5m DDH 84-12: 0.137% CU & 0.093 g/t AU / 45.0m 

Brett Geology; rock and silt Best Results: 
Resources geochemistry. 7 of 8 stream geochemishy sample results ranging 
Inc between 1,175 PpmCu to 1.80% CU. 
Solomon 3 line-km IP geophysics. Modem, deeper penetrating, expanding dipole array 
ReSOUICeS identified a significant conductive anomaly at a depth 
Limited of 300m on Line 26+OOE. 

Focused exploration efforts began on the property in 1968 when Cominco re-staked the Red l-33 
claims and conducted a program of detailed mapping and geochemical soil sampling (see Table 
3). In 1969 Cominco drilled 5 diamond drill holes (not analysed for Au) along the trend of an 
exposed quartz diorite porphyry unit where it is highlighted by the coincident >200ppm Cu and 
>lOppm MO soil anomalies. 

A ground Ip geophysical survey done by Cominco in 1977 defined a sharp northwest-trending 
zone of coincident high chargeability and low resistivity. The Ip anomalies are coincident with 
the >200 ppm Cu soi’l anomaly and the quartz diorite porphyry. A ground geophysical 
magnetometer survey also identified a parallel trend of high magnetics coincident with a sheared 
gabbro tit. 

ln 1984 BP Resources Canada optioned the property from Cominco. Conducted confirmatory 
soil and lithogeochemical sampling, IP geophysics and drilled 1003.5 meters in 7 drill holes. The 
drilling targeted remaining untested perimeter sections of the lF resistivity anomaly. Results from 
the drilling showed widespread propyllitic alteration associated with strongly altered and sheared 
diorite and andesitic volcanic rocks. Mineralization identified in drilling on the Red property is 

q 
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related to disseminated chalcopyrite and pyrite mineralization associated with zones of quartz 
veining in volcanic and intrusive rocks. 

A compilation of the drilling to date shows the best results to be grouped in a cluster to the 
northwest between 21+OON and 22+00N on lines L26+00E and L29+00E on 2002 grid (DDHs 
69-3, -4, -5 and 84-11). The best result to date is 0.46% Cu over an interval of 20.lm in DDH69- 
3. The hole was collared in quartz diorite porphyry along the perimeters of coincident >lOOO ppm 
Cu, IP chargeability (n=l, n=2) and resistivity (n=2) anomalies. A second cluster with slightly 
lower results occurs to the southeast along the east boundary of Red 011 claim (DDHs 84-6, -7 
and -12). 

D.L. Cooke and Associates acquired the property in 2001. Brett Resources conducted a program 
of geological mapping, stream silt and rock geochemistry on the property in August 2001. 
Exploration interest in the property focused on the structural zone highlighted by extremely 
elevated silt anomalies. Silt samples collected by Brett Resources returned Cu values up to 
1.37% Cu from Bird Creek and 1.80% Cu from North Canyon Creek (Piekenbrock, 2002). These 
values exceed the typical broad, low-grade, porphyry style mineralization previously recognized 
northeast of the fault and were thought to suggest the presence of high grade mineralization 
within or along the structural zone, most likely related to the mapped gabbroic bodies. In addition 
to the strong silt anomalies, the elongate >200 ppm Cu soil anomaly and intense 2,000 to 7,000 
gamma magnetic anomaly roughly mimic the structural zone. 

Solomon optioned the ground IYom Brett in February of 2002. From September 17 to 23, 2002 
Solomon contracted SJ Geophysics Ltd. of Vancouver to conduct three line-kilometres of 
induced polarization (IP) survey on the Red 011 to test for both mineralised gabbroic intrusive 
body and deeper porphyry-style mineralization. 

2.0 GEOLOGY AND MINERALIZATION 

2.1 Regional Geology 

The Red property lies within the northern extension of the Quesnel Terrane. The Quesnel Terrane 
is comprised of Middle Triassic to Lower Jurassic Takla Group rocks and the poorly defined 
Pennsylvanian to Permian Lay Range assemblage believed to be part of the Harper Ranch 
subterrane (MinFile 094,.158). The Takla group, host for much of the mineralization within the 
belt, is comprised dominantly of marine intermediate volcanic rocks which grade upward into 
subaerial members as well as sedimentary units. Intrusive rocks include Early Jurassic 
monzodiorites, Early Cretaceous quartz monzodiorites and Late Triassic Alaskan-type 
ultramafics. 

The Quesnel Terrane is bounded to the east from Upper Proterozoic Ingenika Group rocks of the 
Cassiar Terrane by the north-northwest trending Swannell fault. To the west, the north-northwest 
trending Ingenika fault separates the Quesnel Terrane from Paleozoic and Mesozoic magmatic 
arc assemblages and overlying sedimentary sequences of the Stikine Terrane (Monger, 1984). 
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Jurassic alkaline porphyry intrusions, with their distinctive Cu-Au metallogeny, define a well- 
known mineralized belt, slightly inboard from the majority of Cu, Cu.&Jo and MO porphyries in 
central British Columbia. In general, the mineralizing porphyry intrusions are co-magmatic with 
the Takla sequence (Mon.ger, 1984). 

2.2 Property Geology and Mineralization 

The Red Property covers a large area of iron-stained porphyry style alteration and mineralization 
developed in a complex quartz diorite porphyry (Unit 1; see Plates G-la to 2b) to diorite (unit 2) 
intrusion. This intrusion is juxtaposed against a thick sequence of Takla volcanic rocks of 
principally andesitic flows and tuffs (Unit 4), but also minor shaly sediments and carbonate 
lenses (Unit 5). A major structural zone was identified, delineating the southwest boundary 
between Takla volcanic rocks and dioritic dykes and sills related to the Fleet Peak pluton. This 
zone is defined by two major stream drainages, Bird Creek draining to the northwest and North 
Canyon Creek draining to the southeast. 

Phyllic and argillic alteration is common near surface, but becomes increasingly more propylitic 
with depth. Alteration minerals include sericite, quartz, epidote, chlorite, pyrophyllite and calcite. 
The structural zone along the two creeks is defined by a moderate shear fabric as well as a series 
of small sub-cropping gabbroic bodies (Unit 6) which are poorly exposed along the negatively 
weathering structural zone. 

Brett Resources fieldwork in 2001 confirmed that the previous geology compiled by Cominco 
and BP Selco is largely accurate, although BP/Selco likely extrapolated surface geology from 
drill results. The targeted structural zone along Bird Creek and North Canyon Creek shows a 
series of sheared and brecciated intermediate to matic intrusive phases bounded by an 
intermediate volcanic package to the south. Within the structural zone itself, there are several 
exposures of a very coarse-grained, magnetite-rich, gabbroic phase that likely account for the 
strong ground magnetic response located along the structure. 

Prospecting conducted by Brett along North Canyon Creek, revealed little in the way of sulfides 
to account for the high Cu and downstream Ni values. Occasional specks of chalcopyrite were 
identified throughout the zone but appeared insufficient to generate values in excess of 0.2-0.3% 
Cu. The sulphide encountered occurs along thin chloritic fractures and was not suggestive of 
sulphide segregation within the gabbroic phases. The porphyry mineralization encountered was 
similar to the 0.15-0.2% Cu mineralization recognized in the previous drilling. Veinlets related to 
the porphyry mineralization are typically chlorite-trace sulphide assemblages cutting an 
intermediate diorite. Many of the fractures are more sheeted in characteristic, suggesting an 
imposed regional stress field. There are a few small areas with discrete quartz veinlets with very 
low total sulphide content which appear to be a late potassic alteration assemblage (trace K-spar). 
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3.1 Field Work and :Instrumentation 

SJ Geophysics Ltd. conducted an Ip survey across a portion of the Red 11 claim in the 
McConnell Creek area of B.C. on behalf of Solomon Resources Ltd. Surveying was completed 
on 3 lines (2300E, 260013 and 2900E) using an expanding pole dipole array (Plates G-IA to G- 
2B). The standard array consisted of 10 dipoles, configured with 6 dipoles at 50 metres and 4 at 
100 metres, however modifications were made as necessary to accommodate ground conditions. 

The geophysical surveys were conducted from September 16 to September 23, which included 3 
mob-demob days, no stand-.by days and 5 production days (one production day included the 
demobilization of the survey gear from the Red property). The geophysical crew consisted of Jan 
Dobrescu; geophysicist, Chris Basil and Neil Visser; operators and John Wilkinson; technician. 
A discussion of the geophysical methods used on this survey is included in the section below 
titled “Geophysical Techniques.” 

The JP data was collected using an Elrec 10 receiver in conjunction with the VIP 4000 
transmitter. A lo-dipole array was deployed in the following configuration: 50m, 50m, 50m, 
50m, 50m, 50m, lOOm, lOOm, lOOm, 100m. 

Three kilometre-long lines were chained and flagged on the first day of survey work, as the 
infinity wire and receiver cables were put in place. In total, 3 line kilometres of JP survey was 
completed. 

The survey was supported by helicopter based at the Kemess mine gates. Both an A-Star and a 
Long Ranger were utilized for crew ferrying and gear shuttling. Weather conditions for the 
survey were poor, with blizzard conditions restricting access to some degree. A road maintenance 
camp (Lepke Camp at KLM 98) provided accommodations for the crew which was reached by 
logging road from Mackenzie BC. 

3.2 Geophysical Techniques - IP Method 

The time domain II’ technique energizes the ground surface with an alternating square wave 
pulse via a pair of current electrodes. On most surveys, such as this one, the IP/Resistivity 
measurements are made on a regular grid of stations along survey lines. 

After the transmitter (Tx) pulse has been transmitted into the ground via the current electrodes, 
the JP effect is measured as a time diminishing voltage at the receiver electrodes. The IP effect is 
a measure of the amonnt of IP polarizable materials in the subsurface rock. Under ideal 
circumstances, II’ chargaability responses are a measure of the amount of disseminated metallic 
sulfides in the subsurface rocks. 

Unfortunately, there are other rock materials that give rise to Ip effects, including some graphitic 
rocks, clays and some metamorphic rocks (serpentinite for example) so, that from a geological 
point of view, IP responses are almost never uniquely interpretable. Because of the non- 
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uniqueness of geophysical measurements it is always prudent to incorporate other data sets to 
assist in interpretation. 

Also, thorn the IP measurements the apparent (bulk) resistivity of the ground is calculated from 
the input current and the measured primary voltage. 

With regard to precision, lP/Resistivity measurements are generally considered to be repeatable 
within about five percent. However, they will exceed that if field conditions change due to 
variable water content or variable electrode contact. 

IPiResistivity measurements are influenced, to a large degree, by the rock materials nearest the 
surface (or, more precisely,, nearest the measuring electrodes), and the interpretation of the 
traditional pseudosection presentation of II’ data in the past have often been uncertain. This is 
because stronger responses that are located near surface could mask a weaker one that is located 
at depth. 

3.3 Inversion Programs 

“Inversion” programs have recently become available that allow a more definitive interpretation, 
although the process remains subjective. 

The purpose of the inversion process is to convert surface IP/Resistivity measurements into a 
realistic “Interpreted Depth Section”. The use of the inversion routine is a subjective one because 
the input into the inversion routine calls for a number of user selectable variables whose 
adjustment can greatly influence the output. The output from the inversion routines assist in 
providing a more reliable interpretation of IP/Resistivity data. 

The inversion programs are generally applied iteratively to: 1) evaluate the output with regard to 
what is geologically known; 2) to estimate the depth of detection; and 3) to determine the 
viability of specific measurements. 

The Inversion Program (DCINV2D) used by the SJ Geophysical Group was developed by a 
consortium of major mi:ning companies under the auspices of the UBC-Geophysical Inversion 
Facility. It solves two inverse problems. The DC potentials are first inverted to recover the 
spatial distribution of electrical resistivities, and, secondly, the chargeability data (IP) are 
inverted to recover the spatial distribution of IP polarizable particles in the rocks. 

The Interpreted Depth Section maps represent the cross sectional distribution of polarizable 
materials, in the case of I&’ effect, and the cross sectional distribution of the apparent resistivities, 
in the case of the resistivity parameter. 

3.4 Data Presentation 

The geophysical data from this survey are displayed in two formats; colour contour plan maps 
and interpreted depth sections. 
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Colour contour maps of the interpreted chargeability and resistivity were produced for two 
depths, 1OOm and 300m below ground surface. These maps are overlain on the geological and 
topographic base maps provided by Solomon Resources and presented as Plates G-1A to G-2B. 

Depth sections illustrating the interpreted chargeability and resistivity for each line are presented 
at a 1:5,000 scale as Plates G-3a - G-5a. 

4.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

There are several observations apparent in the inversion results. The resistivity inversions reveal 
three distinct zones: a central low resistivity unit flanked to the north and south by higher 
resistivities. 

4 

b) 

cl 

A high resistivity unit is observed on the southern portions of all 3 lines. This zone 
appears to have considerable depth extent and is likely a discrete geological unit. The 
northern contact of this zone is picked at 2300E/1925N, 2600E/190N and 2900E/1775N 
and appears to be vertical or dip very steeply to the south. 

The high resistivity unit observed on the northern portion of the lines appears to be a 
surface layer, likely less than 150 metres thick. The southern edge of this unit generally 
coincides with a creek and is picked at 2300E/2325N, 26OOE/23OON and 2900E/2350N. 
This unit is highly variable, including several localized high resistivity and high 
chargeability pod.s. The unit roughly coincides with a NW plunging topographic nose, 
that forms the northern bank of the creek. This response could be reflecting highly 
variable overburden in this area. 

The low resistivity unit occupying the central portion of the survey lines appears to be a 
fairly consistent unit. It appears to be covered by a layer of moderate resistivities. This 
surface layer appears to be thicken from - 25 metres on line 2300E to - 100 metres on 
line 2900E. There are no strong indications as to the depth of this layer. 

The chargeability inversions show 4 units with anomalously high chargeabilities. 

4 The most consistent anomalous response is observed near the centre of all three lines. It 
forms a SE trending zone, approximately 100 metres wide and 100 metres thick and 
roughly coincides with the top of the central low resistivity unit. The chargeability values 
decrease in amplitude and increase in depth from NW to SE. 

b) A similar response is observed on one line, 2900E centred at station 195ON. This 
anomaly coincides with a localized low resistivity zone. 

cl The high resistivity surface layer on the northern ends of the lines is also mapped by 
sporatic, high chargeability pods. These responses are all at or very near the surface and 
could be reflectirtg highly variable overburden. 
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4 The most interesmrg chargeability anomaly is observed at extreme depth (300m -350m) 
on the central line, 2600E, only. It is not uncommon to record anomalous chargeabilities 
and resistivities at the widest electrode separations. These are often a result of very low 
voltages and currents at these separations. In this case however, the data appears to be 
valid. The anomaly is observed on several different current and potential electrode pairs 
and the measured voltages are all reasonable. It is likely that the anomaly is real, and 
indicative of a change in the underlying geology. The inversion results however are not 
producing what I: would consider to be a reasonable solution. They suggest the source 
body is fairly large and forms a SW dipping contact. I suspect that this geometry is a 
direct result of the electrode configuration. At this point in time, I am only confident that 
there is a highly chargeable source at a depth of approximately 300m - 350m. I am not 
sure of the precise location of the source. It could easily be located off the line. 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The small amount of IP surveying has shown this as a useful technique for assisting in mapping 
the geology of the area. Anomalous chargeability and resistivity are detected that coincide with 
geologically indicated faults. Several anomalous lP responses are mapped that suggest discrete 
geological variations, not inclicated on existing maps. 

The lP inversion results need to be reviewed by the project geologist and correlated with known 
geology in order to determine which of the resistivity and IP trends constitute viable exploration 
targets. 

The strong chargeability anomaly observed at depth on line 2600E requires additional surveying 
in order to verify and delineate a probable source. There are a couple of options available for this 
work. One would be to extend the IP surveying to intermediate lines (2400E to 2800E). These 
lines should also use a wider electrode spacing than the current survey in order to delineate this 
deep target. A second option would be to redesign the lP survey to accommodate a 3D 
interpretation. This technique typically involves customized lP arrays, where the current and 
potential electrodes are placed on different survey lines. 

6.0 SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES 

Pertinent expenditures for the Red Property are summarized in Table 4. Work on the project was 
conducted intermittently between June 17, 2001 and February 22, 2002. This work included a 
total of 6.7 4-person crew-days, including 4.7 crew-days conducting the lP survey on the 
property. In addition, work included field expenses, mob-demob including helicopter, truck and 
airfare between Vancouver and Prince George and reporting costs. 
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Pretield 
DWT 

Geophysics 
Expenses 
Lodging 
Mob&mob 

Airfare 
Truck 
Fuel 
Helicopter 

Post-field 
DWT 
ETP 
MR 
TL 
C!opies 
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TABLE 4 
Red 011 Expenditures 

Time 

4.0days 

4.7 days 

5.0days 
2.7days 

6.7days 

2.0 days 
42.Ohours 
2.Ohours 
l.Ohom 

Rates 

$400.00 

$1,775.00 

$300.00 
$1,331.00 

$150.00 

$400.00 
$85.00 
$30.00 
$30.00 

$100.00 

Total 

Statement of Work 
Remainder (PAC deposit) 

Totals 

$1,600.00 

$8,375.00 
$178.96 

$1,500.00 
$3,493.88 

$455.44 
$1,000.00 

$425.29 
$6,450.80 

$800.00 
$3,570.00 

$60.00 
$25.00 

$105.00 

%28,039.36 

$23,400.00 
$4,639.36 

m 
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8.0 STATEMENTS OF QUALIFICATIONS 

E. Trent Pezzot, P.Geo. 

I, E. Trent Pezzot, of the city of Surrey, Province of British Columbia, hereby certify that: 

1) I graduated from the University of British Columbia in 1974 with a B.Sc. degree in the 
combined Honours Geology and Geophysics program. 

2) I have practised my profession continuously from that date. 

3) I am a registered member of the Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists 
of British Columbia. 

4) I co-authored the report entitled “Assessment Report on Induced Polarization Survey on 
the Red 011 Claims”, providing discussion and interpretations of the 2002 IP geophysical 
survey described herein. 

5) I neither have any direct interest in the Red Property nor do I hold shares or share options 
of Solomon Resources Limited or Brett Resources Inc. 

Dated at Vancouver British Columbia, this 21” day of February, 2003 

Respectfully submitted, 
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I, David W. Tupper of 1040 .Aubeneau Crescent, West Vancouver, BC, V7T lT5, do hereby 
certify that: 

1) I am a graduate of the University of British Columbia with a B.Sc. degree in Geology, 
1984. 

2) I have practiced my profession since 1984 and have been involved in mineral exploration 
throughout British Columbia, Ontario, Alaska, and Asia since that time. 

3) I am a consulting geologist with an office at 900-475 Howe Street, Vancouver, V6C 2B3. 
I am Exploration Manager for Solomon Resources Limited. 

4) During the period August 20 2002 to September 25,2002, I planned and organized the 
geophysical survey investigation on the Red 011 Property. 

5) I am co-author of the report entitled “Assessment Report on Induced Polarization Survey 
on the Red 011 Claims”, providing background geological and historical data. 

6) I have no direct interest in the Red Property although I hold share options of Solomon 
Resources Limited. However, my share position has not changed based on this report. 
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Dated at Vancouver, British Columbia, this 21”’ day of February, 2003. 

Respectfully Submitted, 
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APPENDIX B 

INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
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IRIS VIP-4000 IP Transmitter 
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Output Ratings: 
output power: 
output voltage: 
output current: 
Dipoles: 
output connectors: 
Waveforms: 
Fall times: 
Time domain: 

Frequency domain: 

Time and frequency stability: 

Other: 
Display: 
Power SO”KE 
Operating temperature: 
Protection: 
Remote control: 
Dimensions (h w d): 
Weight: 

4000 VA maximum. 
4000V maximum, auto voltage range selection. 
20 ma to SA, c”rrent regulated to better than 1 %. 
9; push button selected. 
Urliclip connectors accept bare wire or plug of up to 4 mm diameter. 
See figure 4.1. 
Better than 1 m?.ce in resistive load. 
Preprogrammed on and off times from 0.25 to 8 seconds, by factor of 2. Other cycles programmable by user. 
Automatic circuit opening in off time. 
Preprogrammed frequencies from 0.0625 Hz to 4Hz. by fador of 2. Alternate or simultaneous transmission of 
two frequencies. Other frequencies programmable by user. 
0.01 %; 1 PPB optional 

Alphanumeric liquid crystal display. 
175 to 270 VAC. 45-450 Hz, single phase. 
-40 to +500 c. 
Short circuit at 20 0; open loop at 60 000 q ; thermal, input overvoltage and undervoltage. 
Full duplex RS232C. 300-19 200 bps. 
41Ox320x240m 
IFikg. 

IRIS ELREC 10 IP Receiver 

Technical: 
Input impedance: 
Input overvoltage protection up to ‘IOOOV 
Automatic SP bud&g with linear drift correction 
Internal calibration generator for a ‘true calibration on request of the operator 
internal memory: 3200 dipoles reading 
Automatic synchronization and re-synchronization process on primaly voltages signals whenever needed 
Proprietary intelligent stacking prowss rejecting strong non-linear SP drifts 
common mode rejection: More than 100 dB (for Rs =0) 
Self potential (Sp) : range:-15V - + 15v 

: resolulion: 0.1 mv 
Ground resistance 
meas”reme”t ranse: 

0.1-100 kohms 

Primary voltage - 

Chargeability 

Range: IOpV - 15V 
Resolution: 1pV 
Accuracy: typ. 1.3% 
Resolution: IOpVN 
Accuracy: typ. 0.6% 

General: 
Dimensions: 3lx21x25cm 
Weight (with the internal 9 kg 
battery): 
Operatin temperature -30°c -7OOC 
range: - 
Case in fiber-glass for resisting lo field shocks and vibrations 
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IP DATA (L2300E, L2600E & L2900E) 



RED PROPERTY IP DATA - L2300E 
Sept/02 
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RED PROPERTY IP DATA - L2300E 
Sept/02 

ANDROTEX Elrec 10 Binary - IP FILE: DATE: USER: AREAx SENSE? 
AY:PLDP blPOLE 

MOVE:+ Stnlnt:O TX: 
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RED PROPERTY IP DATA - L2600E 
Sept/02 



RED PROPERTY IP DATA - L2600E 
Septl02 
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RED PROPERTY IP DATA - L2600E 
Sept/OZ 

ANDROTEX Elm 10 Binary - IP 
LINE:2600 ARRAY:PLDP DIP01 

MOVE:+ Stnlnt:O TX: 
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RED PROPERTY IP DATA - L2900E 
Sept/OZ 



RED PROPERTY IP DATA - L2900E 
Sept/OZ 
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